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Five traps to avoid so you can communicate with impact

1. Believing shorter is always better
2. Forgetting how our brains work
3. Thinking good structure = a thorough list of topics
4. Thinking track changes is your friend
5. Seeing communication as ‘delivering’ a message
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< TLDR >
TOO LONG DIDN’T READ



> THDR >
TOO HARD DIDN’T READ







Speed to read is more important than length

Before – 688 words After – 877 words
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2% 
of body weight

20% 
of calorie burn

Brain biology hampers our ability to communicate …



… and so does the curse of knowledge

> ‘Tappers’ thought 
‘listeners’ would 
guess 50% of songs

>Listeners guessed 
~2.5%  



Authors were more than twice as likely to rate their 
communication as ‘very good’ or ‘outstanding’
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Audiences were twice as likely to rate communication as 
poor and rated none as outstanding
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Lists of topics are great for collecting the right data …



… but lists of topics don’t tell what the data means
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Track Changes 
is not your friend

Track changes 
is not your friend
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> A sea of red ink
> A focus on minutiae
> A chain of pain



Track changes often live inside a chain of pain
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Seeing communication as ‘delivering’ a message

> Introduce steps for clarifying 
and confirming your message

> Explain how to master those 
steps

> Know where to start
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The So What Strategy provides a ‘go to’ framework
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Step 1: Design your strategy

1. Clarify your purpose

2. Understand your audience

3. Plan your processD
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Step 2: Develop your storyline

1. Create context

2. Articulate your ’so what’

3. Build supporting pointsD
el
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er
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Step 3: Deliver your communication

1. Package your storyline

2. Deliver your communication
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Seeing communication as ‘delivering’ a message

> Introduce steps for clarifying 
and confirming your message

> Explain how to master those 
steps

> Know where to start





> 4 modules
> ~10 minutes each
> Downloadable notes

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/cwireg



> 6 modules
> 2 – 10 minutes each
> Challenges
> Downloadable notes

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join



> 22 modules
> 2 – 15 minutes each
> Challenges
> Downloadable notes

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join



> The communication is clear and easy to 
understand

> Like the clarity of the one-pager

> It's tighter and more concise.

> Getting replies, period! And faster than 
anticipated. 

FEEDBACK RECEIVED BY PARTICIPANTS

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join



> 5 recorded workshops
> ~ 1 hour each
> Challenges
> Downloadable notes

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join



Close the Gap

Houston, we have a problem

To B or not to B

Watch out!

?

?

?

Action Jackson

The Pitch

Traffic Light

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join



> Project steering group is making quicker decisions from reading a slide 
without needing me to explain the detail.

> Better structure has meant that conversations are more focused and 
substantive

> Colleagues - Excellent and most transparent financial message

CEO - The clearest and most concise finance paper I have seen in 3.5 
years

FEEDBACK RECEIVED BY PARTICIPANTS

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join



MOMENTUM LEVEL

> 2 x monthly live coaching calls
> An extra one once graduate from Sprint
> Extensive library of tools and tips

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join



www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join



CLASSIC PATHWAY - $159/m or $1,590/yr (inc taxes)
Self-directed program
Supported by group coaching

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join
NOTE: PRICE INCREASE FOR 2022 PROGRAMS



INTENSIVE PATHWAY - $1,290 inc taxes
Directed 3-month program
Supported by group coaching + live Sprint Workshops 

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join
NEW: PARTICIPANTS ALSO RECEIVE EMAIL FEEDBACK ON 1 COMMUNICATION



www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join



Recent post-program research* highlights the productivity shift 
our approach delivers …

First drafts were faster to prepare

* Source: post program survey for a recent client program  

Reviewers asked fewer questions about 
the first draft

• Nobody now takes more than 10 hours to 
complete their first draft

• 22% more participants now take less than 1 hour 
to complete their first draft

• 12.5% of drafts now lead to no review 
questions at all

• 20% fewer drafts now always lead to 
stakeholder questions

About 
three-

quarters

Reviewers made fewer changes at the final edit 
stage

100

% of participants

Review 
changed most 

of it

About half

About 
one-quarter

7550250

85% of participants now 
receive minimal edits at the 
final edit stage

Minimal 
amount
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www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join



… along with greater satisfaction & impact

All participants identified improvements with the majority having improved the clarity 
of their communication
% of participants (all chose multiple options)

87.5

50.0

50.0

50.0

37.5

Improved the clarity of my communication

Improved consistency in how 
I communicate 

Spent less time editing and fixing other 
people’s communications

Reduced the amount of time fighting 
fires that stem from miscommunication 

Improved my efficiency and productivity 
when communicating

* Source: post program survey for a recent client program  

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join



WE OFFER A 14-DAY NQA GUARANTEE

FULL 
REFUND

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join





ASK ME 
ANYTHING!

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join



What is the program schedule?

BIG PICTURE

> Register before 6 
September

> ~2 hours weekly prep 
for 3 weeks before 
workshops

> ~2 hours per week for 
6 weeks

> ~ 1 month to 
consolidate

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join





EMAIL – DAVINA@CLARITYFIRSTPROGRAM.COM



1. Use pseudonyms, eg ‘TechCo’ for a technology 
company 

2. Tweak the context to mask the specifics, but not 
damage the substance 

3. Avoid using exact numbers for sensitive information 

4. Choose a generic topic 

We maintain confidentiality in the Hot Seats while having a 
rich conversation

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join



STARTING POINT …

#1 - I'd like to be able to prepare comms for our senior leadership team that they actually 
find useful, rather than creating documents that no one reads

For example:
• weekly updates on what our wider team is doing so they are always current, not caught 

off guard!
• packs that allow them to make decisions based on the information in it, rather than 

having to ask clarifying questions.

#2 - I'd like to be more clear, succinct and persuasive when presenting to my peers and our 
leadership team

#3 - I'd like to be more efficient when I write and edit comms, stop ruminating about what 
to say where and constantly rewriting

IT Project Manager, Energy Company, Australia



STARTING POINT …

> Being more structure driven when I write content (slide/email)
> Gaining more weight when I present/speak/communicate (to 

be taken more seriously)
> Getting to finish my drafts faster

Consultant at Big 4 consulting firm in NYC (MBA graduate)



Success would look like …
One month

a) Gaining trust from my Director/Manager when I prepare content and present content (i.e. my 
presentation will be thoroughly thought through and have good structure)

b) My Director/Manager trusts my content/presentation skill enough to let me present to clients 
(i.e. they won't have to make a lot of content changes)

3 months

a) Being able to present to senior clients without any major hurdles (without much support from 
senior people)

b) Being able to influence Director level client (or higher) in taking actions (without needing much 
help from my superiors)

One year

a) Become an expert communicator (good enough to coach junior consultants on content creation 
and content presentation)

b) Being taken seriously by Partner/Director and get invited to present sales content to our client.

Consultant at Big 4 consulting firm in NYC (MBA graduate)



SUCCESS WOULD LOOK LIKE …

1. Concise verbal communication without technical jargon
2. Email communication
3. Communication with external stakeholders

Head of Finance, Finance Company, UK



… and GREATER IMPACT

I tried to shortcut last week and used the approved key messages instead of 
the tool and it came back from Jelena who had lots of edits that made so much 
sense and made it was so much clearer, and I shouldn’t have short-cutted”.

“Our project director is notoriously finicky and it’s very uncommon to get 
something back without some changes – since using the tool the amount of 
feedback and changes has definitely decreased, so he spends less time 
reviewing it and I spend less time doing re-work plus Trinity and Andrea spend 
less time signing off – it helps everyone”

* Source: post program survey for a recent client program  




